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This paper is devoted to the analysis of the Plasma-Optical Effect in GaAs PIN photodiodes operating
at the infrared range. An approximated expression for the variation of the refractive index in the
intrinsic zone of a AsGa PIN photodiode is obtained. This variation is induced by the charge of the
device. The approach developed by us is in a good agreement with experimental works. Moreover, an
application concerning high-frequency ICs is outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Plasma-Optical effect is based on the following fact: in a
semiconductor the electrons of the conduction band and the holes of the valence
band behave as very free carriers. The above assumption is simple but, in principle,
it constitutes a valid approach for our purpose. At optical frequencies, the variation
of the refractive index due to the charge within the device is small. In this work,
our device is a GaAs PIN photodiode and the above variation is less small when
the device detects optical power belonging to the infrared range (in particular, to
the far infrared range). By means of an adequate Taylor expansion, an accurate
formula for the modified index of refraction is calculated.

2. CALCULATIONS

It is well-known that the local refractive index of a semiconductor under the free
carrier approach is given by the following expression:[1]
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where r/is the refractive index at an angular frequency co, r/ is the refractive index
at very high frequencies (co ), e is the electronic charge, e is the dielectric
permittivity, n and p the electron and hole concentrations, respectively, and
m.* and mp* the electron and hole effective masses, respectively. Equation (1) is
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established by assuming that free-carrier effective mass does not depend on carrier
concentration. First, we will consider this crude approach and later we will develop
a more accurate scheme.

Assuming a PIN photodiode based on isotropic GaAs, for the intrinsic region
of the diode we have p n ni in thermal equilibrium and by considering (1)
we can write:

q(1 e2ni)
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where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and m* is the reduced effective mass
namely, m* m,,mp mp). For the far infrared range, a second order
Taylor’s expansion in (2) will be considered. We have (1/co) x and:
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From (2) and (3) we get:

rl rl= 1 e2ni 1 + (4)2em*(.D2

From (4) it is deduced:

where 090 e(ni/em*)1/2 a/2 is the so-called plasma resonant angular frequency.
Expression (5) shows the refractive index perturbation in the intrinsic zone of our
photodiode (Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1 PIN photodiode with strongly doped n-zone.
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Now, we will develop a more realistic approach to calculate the variation of the
refractive index for the three regions of the photodiode. Sorer and Bennett[2] have
developed a theoretical model establishing the following equation:

2e032\ m*
+ m; ,/

(6)

where o, and % are corrective factors corresponding to electrons and holes, re-
spectively. Also, Koskowich et al. have developed a model finding similar results[3].

Eq. (6) is adequate for silicon. However, we have obtained a more suitable
formula for GaAs, namely:
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Eq. (7) is in a good agreement with experimental works of various researchers[4].
Eqs. (6) and (7) have been obtained under the assumption by which free-carrier
effective mass depends on carrier concentration. By using Equation (1) under this
assumption, we find

(8)

By using a Taylor series in terms of 1/o2 for expression (8), it is derived:
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hence Eq. (9) reduces to:

.o9 ( c (11)At/= 2 1 +--5]
For the intrinsic region of the PIN photodiode we have p n ni and Eq. (9)
reduces to Eq. (11) with:

0320 e2ni ot -e rn
(12)
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* > * and Eq (9) transformsOn the other hand, for the p zone, we havep n, mp m,,
in Eq. (11) where

since employing quantum arguments we have obtained Cp > O/. (for GaAs).
* > * and Eq. (9) reduces to EqFinally, for the n zone we have n >> p, mp m,,

(11) with:

e2Otntl

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our context (PIN photodiodes) Equation (12) represents the crucial result since
this expression corresponds to the intrinsic region of the PIN photodiodes and it
is well-known that the lightwaves fall over that region. Equation (12) refers to the
far infrared range and is in a good agreement with experimental works[5].
On the other hand, the variation of the refractive index of an intrinsic semi-

conductor due to the charge in this semiconductor, constitutes an important element
in the context of the charge-sensing optical probing systems [6,7]. Basically, a
plasma-optical probing system detects the refractive index variation by interfero-
metrically sensing the differential phase shift between two optical beams; these
beams are a probe beam, which passes through a device, and a reference beam,
which passes through a near zone without a device. In our case the device related
to the probe beam is a GaAs PIN photodiode.

The charge-sensing optical probing technique is a relevant tool for GaAs inte-
grated circuits in order to detect picosecond electric signals. Charge-sensing optical
probing systems have high sensitivity and they are non-invasive.
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